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#CHALLENGEforFUTURE2

https://www.challengeforfuture.ch/

Am 15. Mai fordern wir dich heraus!

Zurzeit können wir nicht auf die Strasse gehen. Der Klimastreik hat sich deswegen 

entschieden, den grossen Streik- und Aktionstag – den Strike for Future – zu verschieben. 

Doch laut bleiben wir trotzdem! Am 15. Mai fordern wir dich mit der Challenge for Future 

heraus.

Die aktuelle Situation zeigt, wie wichtig es ist, Krisen wie Krisen zu behandeln … 

Auch unsere Normalität ist eine Krise.

https://www.challengeforfuture.ch/


The Challenger Disaster 19863

For a successful technology, reality 

must take precedence over public 

relations, for nature cannot be 

fooled.

-Richard Feynman



Modeling of infectious disease4
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Much better model: https://covid19-scenarios.org/

https://covid19-scenarios.org/


Corona plots – flattening the curve5

https://www.nytimes.com/article/flatten-curve-coronavirus.html

https://www.nytimes.com/article/flatten-curve-coronavirus.html


The good news: society reacted

 Society realized that the reproduction factor 

must be reduced.

 It was unclear how to do it.

 It is better to err on the side of caution.

 Drastic measures are possible.

 Money can be printed if needed.

 Acceptance is important. 

 The Grim Reaper effect: people fear death.

 And politicians fear dead voters.
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Scientists do not decide – society does!
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Climate Change is an Emergency



The history of climate science

 1824 – Fourier

 1859 – Tyndall

 1896 – Arrhenius

 1960 – Keeling

 1988 – Hansen

 1992 – UNFCCC

 2015 – Paris 
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Exxon 1982: It is not about science

 Big Oil knew everything in the 70s

 Prediction from 1982:

 +1.0°C in 2020.

 +1.8°C in 2050.

 We could have acted 40 years ago.

 Unfortunately, we did not

 Short-term thinking and greed

 Paralysis by analysis
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https://nordborg.ch/2018/09/29/exxon-was-right/

https://nordborg.ch/2018/09/29/exxon-was-right/


The Keeling Curve – Atmospheric CO2
10

416 ppm = 0.42 ‰

(Reference 280 ppm)

0.8 ppm/a

2.4 ppm/a

20 ppm to go!



CO2-Emissions: 17 Gt / ppm11

Carbon Budget: 17 x 20 ppm 

≈ 340 Gt



IPCC emission paths12

Life expectancy of a 

young person

Young people want to survive

Cut global emissions by 7.6 

percent every year for next 

decade to meet 1.5°C Paris 

target - UN report

On current unconditional 

pledges, the world is heading for 

a 3.2°C temperature rise.

UN, November 26, 2019



Are we on track?13

BP Energy Outlook 2019 

IPCC SR 1.5° C

50% reduction by 2030

100% reduction by 2050



Global Average Temperature14

https://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp

https://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp


Unprecedented heat15

https://www.washington

post.com/weather/2020/

02/03/warmth-is-really-

unheard-much-eastern-

europe-including-

helsinki-moscow-saw-

warmest-january-record/

https://www.washingtonpost.com/weather/2020/02/03/warmth-is-really-unheard-much-eastern-europe-including-helsinki-moscow-saw-warmest-january-record/


We don’t have time16
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Realism
Nature cannot be fooled



Global Energy Demand by Fuel 201818
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85 % fossil

4% renewable



Fossil fuel grows faster than renewables19
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Something happened in 197320



The Oil Crisis in 1973 

Oil prices increased by a factor of four

The world reacted:

The annual increase in CO2 emissions dropped 

from 4.9% to 1.9%.

The annual economic growth dropped from 

5.5% to 3.0%.

The global economy never recovered

The end of cheap oil.
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Adapting to higher oil price – Energy 22

4.9 kWh / kg CO2



Adapting to higher oil price – GDP 23

3000 USD / t CO2

Jevon’s Paradox: 

Lowering CO2 emissions by 

10 Gt/a = 30 trillion USD



How much energy to we need (HDI)?24

100 GJ per capita and year corresponds to Hungary



It is all about energy

 Average Energy Consumption of the World

 20’700 kWh per person and year (2.36 kW)

 4.73 tCO2 per person and year

 High Human Development Index

 100 GJ = 27’778 kWh (3.17 kW)

 We need 76 kWh per capita and day

 Rich countries use a lot more than that.

 Where do we get it from?

 Solar panels: 170 kWh per m2 and year.

 We need 163 m2 PV per person

 For Switzerland: the corresponds to the area 

of canton Aargau.
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Question:

How much work can a 

human being perform 

in one day?



BP: Economic Growth Requires Energy26



Carbon Budget?
 MCC Carbon Clock

https://www.mcc-berlin.net/en/research/co2-budget.html

 The carbon budget for 1.5°C is 321 Gt (66% probability)

 This corresponds to 41 t CO2 per capita

Flight Zürich-Sydney and back: 6.9 t

Western lifestyle: at least 12 t per year.

17’000 Liter gasoline 

 However: there is too much CO2 in the atmosphere already

 Extreme weather, ocean acidification, …
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https://www.mcc-berlin.net/en/research/co2-budget.html


Flattening the curve on CO228



GDP and CO229



What needs to happen30



Will this happen?31

Renewable energy is not too expensive. Fossil fuel is too 

cheap. And research is not going to fix this problem.

Hoping for a miracle is not a strategy!



Pulling the Emergency Brake!

 “What did the Easter Islander who cut down 

the last palm tree say while he was doing 

it?” – Jared Diamond

 We are about to find out:

 Remaining CO2 budget: 340 Gt

 Needed for the energy transition: 108 Gt

 In 2026, there will not be budget to rebuild 

our energy infrastructure

 We currently do not have a technical 
solution and we are running out of time

 We need to slow down, not because we 

can predict the future, but because we 

cannot
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It’s a Challenge!
 We need to stop using fossil fuel as soon as possible

 Extraction/production must stop.

 The fossil fuel companies are powerful

 Rich and politically well connected

 Our society is built on fossil fuel

 If we stop using fossil fuel today, society will collapse.

 Geopolitics: oil is important

 Some countries and regimes depend on oil

 Poorer countries need cheap energy 

 Western lifestyle is completely unsustainable

 Taking the moral high-ground is neither merited nor useful
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Nobody tries to address all these problems!



Global Climate Compensation

1. All producers of fossil fuel pay a fee proportional to their production 
to a global fund.

▪ There are less than 300 fossil fuel companies in the world

▪ Not participating should be considered ecocide

2. The money from the fund is distributed among the world’s nations on 
a per capita basis.

▪ There are less than 200 countries in the world

▪ Provides Climate Justice and Sustainable Development Goals

3. The carbon price increases with time and with the carbon 
concentration in the atmosphere

▪ Using less fossil fuel makes economic sense
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www.global-climate-compensation.org

http://www.global-climate-compensation.org/


GCC: Details 

 Example: 100 USD/Gt CO2e

 A total of 4 trillion USD climate compensation

 USD 500 per person

 Less than 500 parties involved

 300 fossil fuel companies, 200 governments

 Enforceable

 A minimally invasive method

 No regulations involved

 Room for innovation

 Global wealth redistribution

 Simple and risk-free
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Side effects include:

• Higher energy prices

• Reduced consumption 

by rich countries

• More efficient use of 

resources

• Increased international 

collaboration

• A more equitable world

• Lower global GDP
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We were prepared to 

do this for ourselves.

Are we also prepared 

to do it for our 

children?


